On the origin and evolution of plant brassinosteroid receptor kinases.
Brassinosteroid (BR) signaling pathway is so far the best-understood receptor-kinase signaling pathway in plants. In Arabidopsis, the activation of this pathway requires binding of BRs to the receptor kinase BRASSINOSTEROID-INSENSITIVE I (AtBRI1). Although the function of AtBRI1 has been extensively studied, it is not known when the binding function emerged and how this important component of BR signaling pathway and related genes (the BRI1-BRL gene family) have evolved in plants. We define BRI1-BRL genes in sequenced plant genomes, construct profiles for critical protein domains, scan them against all accessible plant gene/EST resources, and reveal the evolution of domain configuration of this family. We also investigate its evolutionary pattern through phylogenetic analysis. The complete BR receptor domain configuration originates through two domain gain events in the ancestral receptor-like kinase: first juxtamembrane domain gained during the early diversification of land plants, and then island domain (ID) acquired in the common ancestor of angiosperms and gymnosperms after its divergence from spike moss. The 70 amino acid ID has characteristic sequences of BRI1-BRL family and this family keeps relative stable copy numbers during the history of angiosperms and the majority of duplications and losses have occurred in terminal taxa in current taxon sampling. This study reveals important events shaping structural and functional characteristics of plant BR receptors. It answers the question of how and when BR receptors originates, which provide insights into the origin and evolution of the BR signaling pathway.